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The insolvency scenario in Brazil:
Certain relevant issues
by Thomas Felsberg and Thiago Dias Costa, FELSBERG Advogados
Being one of the larger economies of the world, Brazil has suffered the impact of international as
well as national crises, aggravated by the harsh impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Brazilian
economy. For the insolvency sector, many issues of importance have been discussed at different
levels of government, resulting in a major reform of the Brazilian Bankruptcy Law. This article will
discuss the main aspects of such reform, as well as other issues that were addressed by case law.

The adoption of the UNCITRAL
Model Law and other issues
addressed by Law 14,112/2020

also presents specific rules concerning access to

Law nr. 14,112/2020, enacted in December 2020,

and Brazilian creditors in insolvency processes;

adopts, among other provisions, the model

provisions addressing requests to Brazilian judges

law on cross-border insolvencies of the United

for recognition of foreign processes; the cooperation

Nations Commission on International Trade Law

between foreign and Brazilian courts; and specific

(UNCITRAL).

regulations for processes running concurrently in

After almost 15 years in effect, expectations in
relation to reforms in the Brazilian Bankruptcy Law

Brazilian jurisdictions by foreign representatives;
the equal standing of the rights held by foreign

Brazil and overseas.
Law nr. 14,112/2020 also has other provisions,

were high, considering that several provisions no

many of which are positive, such as:

longer met the current needs of the business world.

(i)	an improvement in the tax treatment of

Law nr. 14,112/2020 came about to address some

distressed companies (which was vetoed by the

of these issues, modernising the application of the

President, but restored by the Congress);

Brazilian Bankruptcy Law.
The absence of specific legislation in the

(ii)	the possibility of presentation of an alternative
plan by creditors if the insolvent company does

international area has led Brazilian courts to apply

not present its plan or if the presented plan is

current Brazilian law to cross-border conflicts,

rejected;

considering the rise in the number of cases of

(iii)	the possibility of selling the debtor company

insolvency that traverse national borders. Legal

or group of companies as a whole, with the

certainty and recognition of foreign insolvency

restructured indebtedness, to a new investor

decisions, however, have been subject to vagaries

interested in continuing the business, including

inconsistent with the requirements of modern inter-

measures to protect the buyer from being held

dependent economies.

liable for other debts of the seller;

With the intention of overcoming this legislative

(iv)	the option to replace in-person creditor

gap, Law nr. 14,112/2020 introduces a chapter in the

meetings by virtual meetings or written

Brazilian Bankruptcy Law dedicated to international

adherence terms that prove the achievement of

insolvency through the adoption of the UNCITRAL

the deliberation quorums;

rules, created in 1997, with the purpose of providing

(v)	new rules for substantive consolidation, with

greater strength to nations in their ability to resolve

the proposition of objective criteria to guide its

cases involving insolvency of a transnational nature.

application by the Courts;

In addition to the general provisions relating
to international insolvency, Law nr. 14,112/2020

(vi)	the possibility of replacing the two-year
judicial monitoring of insolvent companies
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by private monitoring (hence terminating

few years through the issuance of fixed income

the reorganisation procedure with the Court

securities, including bonds, medium-term notes and

confirmation of the plan);

securitisation transactions.1

(vii)	the reduction of the quorum needed to approve
pre-packaged reorganisation plans, from 66% to

legal system, as the number of companies that have

more than 50% of the claims of each impaired

issued bonds and are in judicial recovery has risen,

class of creditors;

an example being the Odebrecht Group, with US$3bn

(viii)	healthy reforms of the liquidation in bankruptcy
system, including a 180-day deadline to
complete the sale of all the assets;
(ix)	the possibility of a fresh start for insolvent
companies and related individuals, with
a significant reduction on the applicable
timeframes; and
(x)	the introduction of a new treatment for debtorin-possession (DIP) financing.
As to the last item, Law nr. 14,112/2020 now

in bonds issued.
Brazilian case law permits bondholders to
be represented by their indenture trustees or to
individualise their right to vote on the credits involved
in an insolvency proceeding.
As an example, in the restructuring of the OGX
Group2, the 4th Commercial Court of Rio de Janeiro
approved the adoption of a procedure proposed by
the trustee, by means of which the bondholders
could opt to individualise their proofs of claim to vote

expressly refers to DIP financing operations,

on the judicial reorganisation plan during the general

protecting the guarantees and the priority of the

meeting of creditors. The same happened in the Oi3,

claim even if the authorising decision is reversed by

Rede4 and Aralco5 cases, amongst others.

the Court of Appeals. However, the provisions related

In 2015, the ‘II Jornada de Direito Comercial’

to the DIP financing are not immune to criticism

approved Statement nr. 76, which established that

made by legal experts, especially with regard to the

“in the cases of issuance of debt securities by a

uncertainty of which operations can be qualified as

company under reorganisation, in which there exists

“DIP financing”, as well as the lack of priming rules.

a fiduciary agent or similar figure representing a

Despite the positive changes, several legal

collective group of creditors, it is the responsibility

experts have expressed their concern in relation

of the fiduciary agent to exercise the vote at the

to certain alterations addressed in other chapters

general meeting of creditors, under the terms and by

of Law nr. 14,112/2020, especially the increase of

means of the authorisations provided in the issuance

the prerogatives conferred on the tax authorities

deed, subject to the power of any final investor to file

in insolvency proceedings. In addition, Law nr.

with the judicial reorganisation court a request for

14,112/2020 addresses matters which were

the break-up of the right to a voice and a vote at a

efficiently addressed by current legislation and case

general meeting to exercise such individually, solely

law and did not require change.

by means of judicial authorisation.”

The representation of
bondholders in the General
Meetings of Creditors and the
individualisation of their credits

The foreclosure of credits
which are not subject to a court
reorganisation

The raising of financial resources through the

were granted by an insolvent company as security

issuance of trade currency on the international

are, in principle, not affected by an insolvency filing

markets has become common practice in Brazil

and are therefore authorised to enforce their rights.

since the 1990s. According to available data,
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This situation affects the Brazilian insolvency

Creditors that hold title to assets or rights which

Courts have however been resistant to applying

hundreds of billions of US dollars have been raised

this rule, in its strictest sense, whenever the

by companies or government entities over the past

enforcement of such rights during the stay period
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could jeopardise the reorganisation of the insolvent

its reorganisation plan confirmed. Tax authorities

company. Several theories have emerged to justify

can even file for the liquidation of the debtor in

this position, amongst which are the “essentiality”

case of default of tax obligations. However, Law nr.

of the asset, the lack of “individualisation” of the

14,112/2020 introduces new means for the debtor to

credit, the recognition that the acceleration clause of

deal with tax credits (at least on a federal level), such

such a debt is subject to the filing, or even the partial

as refinancing mechanisms and the possibility of tax

enforcement of the rule.

settlements.

In those terms, in 2019, the Court of Appeal of

Government non-tax credits, on the other hand,

São Paulo (AgInt nr. 2236949-78.2018.8.26.0000)

have received different treatments by the courts,

recognised that a creditor may not remove its

because statutory law is not clear in this respect,

security if it is essential to the debtor’s activities.

even after the reform.

Nonetheless, this decision does not represent

In the Celpa and Oi8 cases, penalties imposed

the consolidated understanding of the Superior

by their respective regulators have been classified

Court of Justice.

as unsecured (non-tax) credits in insolvency

The Superior Court, thus far, is contrary to the

proceedings. Yet in the Libra Group9 case, according

release of bank locks and the non-submission

to the 2nd Bankruptcy Court of São Paulo, these

of credits assigned in fiduciary guarantee to the

same credits were treated as tax credits.

effects of judicial recovery, under the terms of the

It is important to stress, however, that the Higher

Bankruptcy and Judicial Reorganisation Law (art.

Courts have still not made their position clear with

49, § 3).

respect to this issue. There is however a trend in

These matters are still being discussed at all

the Judiciary to accept the judicial restructuring

levels in the state courts and a final definition has yet

of such credits, which is confirmed by a recent

to be structured.

precedent from São Paulo recognising that a public
credit arising from contractual non-compliance

Government credits against
companies under judicial
reorganisation

should be subject to the judicial reorganisation of
the Viracopos Group10.

Law establishes that the processing of judicial

Credits in foreign currency within
the judicial reorganisation

reorganisation shall not suspend the course of tax

The Brazilian Insolvency Law establishes that, in

enforcements filed against the debtor (art. 6, §7)

the general meetings of creditors, for decisions

and, in parallel, the National Tax Code (art. 187, lead

on any matters that are incidental to the judicial

paragraph) excludes tax credits from any insolvency

reorganisation proceeding, the creditor’s vote shall

proceeding.

be proportional to the sum of their credit (art. 38,

Even after the reform, the Brazilian Bankruptcy

6

Thus, in relation to tax credits there can be

lead paragraph). In relation to the decisions for

no doubt: these are not subject to the judicial

approval or rejection of the judicial reorganisation

reorganisation proceedings and the foreclosure

plan, this regulation also applies for the purposes

may proceed in the specialised courts in which they

of calculating the quorum for all the classes of

have been filed. Only the enforceable acts designed

credits, except for the credits from classes I (labour)

to constrict or expropriate the assets of a company

and IV (micro-companies and small companies),

under judicial reorganisation must be previously

the quorums of which are calculated by a simple

submitted to the proper restructuring court.7

majority of the creditors present, regardless of the

Albeit not subject to the judicial reorganisation
proceeding, Law nr. 14,112/2020 provides that the
debtor must deal with its tax indebtedness to have

value of their credits (art. 45, §2º).
But if the creditors belonging to other classes
that are not I or IV (that is, the holders of in-rem
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guarantees [class II] and unsecured creditors [class

Notes:

III]) vote, in all cases, the issue arises as to how

1

	http://portal.anbima.com.br/
informacoestecnicas/boletins/mercado-de-

foreign-denominated credits should be treated, given

capitais/Documents/BoletimMK_201508.pdf

the natural fluctuation in exchange rates.
The sole paragraph of article 38 regulates the

	In re OGX, Case nr. 037762056.2013.8.19.0001,

2

4th Lower Commercial Court of Rio de Janeiro.

matter, establishing that, in judicial reorganisation
procedures, for the exclusive purposes of voting at

	In re Oi S.A., Case nr. 0203711-

3

65.2016.8.19.0001, 7th Lower Commercial

the general assembly, the credit in foreign currency

Court of Rio de Janeiro.

should be converted into local currency using the
exchange rate on the eve of the date upon which

	In re Rede Energia, Case nr. 0067341-

4

20.2012.8.26.0100, 2th Lower Commercial

the meeting takes place. However, the law does

Court of São Paulo.

not define the rate that should be applied to this
conversion.

	In re Aralco, Case nr. 1001985-

5

03.2014.8.26.0032, 2th Lower Civil Court of

There exist different interpretations on this

Araçatuba.

matter in legal doctrine. For some, considering
that the currency has a sale price and a purchase

	Judicial process of foreclosure for satisfaction

6

of a tax or non-tax debt.

price, the conversion should be performed in
accordance with the currency sale price. The best

	On the other hand, the debtor should

7

understanding, however, seems to be that defended

present a certificate of good tax standing

by other scholars, who suggest the equitable criteria

when requesting ratification of its judicial

applicable in Brazilian law to overcome the legal

reorganisation plan, precisely so that its

gaps, defending that an average market rate should

restructuring, although having an impact

be applied, such which corresponds to the average

on the charging of the tax credits, does not

falling between the purchase rate and the sale rate.

end up providing defense for those under
restructuring against their tax creditors.

In relation to the payment conditions, the current
Insolvency Law is favourable to a debt expressed

	Court of Appeals of Rio de Janeiro,

8

Interlocutory Appeal n. 0057446-

in foreign currency: the legislation establishes that

63.2017.8.19.0000 (2017).

the exchange rate variation shall be the parameter
of indexation of the debt, unless the amounts owed

	2nd Bankruptcy Court of São Paulo, dockets

9

n. 1077065-21.2018.8.26.0100 (2019).

should come to be otherwise determined by the
creditor (art. 50, §2).
In other words, unless the foreign currency

	Court of Appeals of São Paulo, Interlocutory

10

Appeal n. 2197201-05.2019.8.26.0000 (2019).

creditor expressly agrees to the provision of
the judicial reorganisation plan that alters the
parameters of the calculation of their credit when
payment is effectively made, the rate of conversion
should necessarily be observed as a parameter for
the establishment of their credit.
The abovementioned issues are but a few of
those which are being discussed by the legal and
business communities, as well as in our courts and
universities. They reflect the vibrant atmosphere in
which insolvency matters are being dealt with in this
country, especially after the recent reform in the
legislation.
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